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ARoS takes great pleasure in presenting a special exhibition by the Danish artist Michael Kvium – this time 

displaying his portrait series Fools comprising 202 individual paintings from Kvium’s gallery of recognisable 

characters.  

For more than three decades artist Michael Kvium has provoked, enchanted and delighted his audience. His 

confrontational pictures of deformed and androgynous figures have been the cause of continual controversy 

and made Kvium one of Denmark’s most uncompromising visual artists. Over the years, however, an increasing 

number of people have had to succumb to the distinctive Kviumesque imagery: Today his pictures fascinate 

most people – probably because Kvium’s no-filter-images are capable of speaking directly to every one of us 

and of representing us all, regardless of sex, age and social standing. In other words: We recognise ourselves in 

his pictures.  

ONGOING PROJECT  

Michael Kvium started working on the Fools series in the beginning of the 1990s, and he still does not consider it 

completed. To start with Kvium used leftover bits of canvas for his experiments with faces and characters. 

Gradually the pictures assumed the character of an ongoing series of paintings with a life of its own entitled 

Fools. The series now consists of more than 200 individual paintings, each measuring 30 x 30 cm. 
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The Fool pictures are Michael Kvium’s continuous and parallel project, in which the artist explores everything in a 

smaller format than the one he usually employs. Hence some of the fools are ’taken’ from Kvium’s large 

paintings, whereas others serve as pointers to portraits and detached body parts in the artist’s big paintings. 

Ordinarily the pictures, which belong to various private owners, are scattered to the four winds, and they come 

together for the first time on the occasion of the special exhibition at ARoS. 

This is Michael Kvium’s own comment on the fools series:  

”The face is an important instrument for recognising and reading one another – for deciphering a code of 

behaviour. These are ancient instincts, developed in the distant past, and they have prevented us from falling 

into the clutches of the enemy. There is also something unpleasant involved, however, such as notions of 

’them’ and ’us’ being generated. This is another reason why I have used the title Fools, for the fools, of 

course, are never ourselves. They are always the others. We find it extremely hard to define ourselves – 

individually as well as culturally and racially. We define ourselves in relation to something else – and thus 

often in negative terms.” 

 

STEREOTYPES 

The fools are Kvium’s cast of stereotypical characters, portraying human arrogance and the follies of life. 

Maintaining a precarious balance between tragicomic and grotesque expressions, Kvium uses his familiar 

symbols: the skull, the egg, the blindfolded eyes and the lemon, a bitter reminder that the days of man are 

numbered. He shows us our real nature – and we are at once mortified and amused by the small insistent 

pictures that make us laugh at each other and together. The Fools series is primarily concerned to get the 

message across that nobody is exempt from being a fool. Regardless of social standing, financial status and 

ethical codes we are all victims of our fundamental existential condition – a harsh theme that Kvium knows how 

to present with sophisticated humour as well as subtle irony in his Fools paintings.  

EXPERIENTIAL EXHIBITION DESIGN  

The architectural design of the Michael Kvium – FOOLS exhibition consists in a labyrinthine structure with curved 

walls growing narrower and opening up by turns. The intricate setup mimes Kvium’s artistic interest in delving 

below the surface to reach man’s most private thoughts and deepest urges – the darkest recesses of the mind. 

ARoS’s guests will discover that there is one possible way only into the spatial layout and hence only one possible 

way out. Finding themselves surrounded by the many Fools paintings and by the other museum guests, they are 

bound to ask themselves: Who puts up a performance for whom? The guest or the artwork? Who is normal and 

who is the fool? The Fools paintings force us to relate to our fellow human beings and meet Kvium’s artistic 

mission eye to eye: that human folly goes far deeper than we actually dare put into words or even acknowledge.  

PARTICIPATORY ART MEDIATION 

With Michael Kvium – FOOLS, ARoS introduces the museum’s guests to a new and engaging art mediation 

initiative. The project invites the guests to stage themselves as Fool paintings in a special section of the gallery 

and in this way contribute to a large interactive, digital wall of portraits. Like Kvium’s paintings the concept 

contains both humour and seriousness. YOU are the fool and your nearest and dearest, too. Through caricature 

we are encouraged to discover new parts of ourselves and of our fellow men. 

  

EXTENSIVE EXHIBITION CATALOGUE  

In connection with Michael Kvium – FOOLS, ARoS is going to publish an extensive, illustrated reference work 

where the Fools series is reproduced in 1:1 scale. The main article of the publication is a conversation between 

the exhibition curator Pernille Taagaard Dinesen and Michael Kvium. Kvium introduces the ideas behind the Fools 

series and describes his artistic practice in general. The publication is a special edition on sale in the ARoS Shop 

for DKK 449. 
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Curator responsible for the exhibition: Pernille Taagaard Dinesen. 
 

 

Michael Kvium – FOOLS is the result of a collaboration with: 

 

          

                   

 
 
Photos of exhibited works may be downloaded free of charge at www.aros.dk/presse indicating photographer’s 
name. To download write Username: 123456, code: 123. 
 
 
Further information: 
Bjarne Bækgaard  |  Director of Communications  
ARoS Aarhus Art Museum  
M: +45 3066 5142 | T: +45 8730 6618  |  bb@aros.dk 

 

 

WHO’S WHO  
Michael Kvium 
 
 Born November 15, 1955 in Horsens. 
 
 Worked as a caricaturist at the 

newspaper Horsens Folkeblad in 1973. 
 
 Trained at the Royal Danish Academy 

of Fine Arts in Copenhagen from 1979 
to 1985. 

 
 Represented in the following art 

collections: the National Gallery of 
Denmark, Horsens Art Museum, 
Gothenburg Art Gallery and ARoS 
Aarhus Art Museum, Heart Herning 
Museum of Contemporary Art and 
KUNSTEN Museum of Modern Art 
Aalborg and others.  

 
 Was awarded a lifetime grant by the 

Danish Arts Foundation in 1998 and the 
Eckersberg Medal in 2001. 
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